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ABSTRACT
We report on experiences with Swift congestion control in Google
datacenters. Swift targets an end-to-end delay by using AIMD con-
trol, with pacing under extreme congestion. With accurate RTT
measurement and care in reasoning about delay targets, we find
this design is a foundation for excellent performance when network
distances are well-known. Importantly, its simplicity helps us to
meet operational challenges. Delay is easy to decompose into fabric
and host components to separate concerns, and effortless to deploy
and maintain as a congestion signal while the datacenter evolves.
In large-scale testbed experiments, Swift delivers a tail latency of
<50µs for short RPCs, with near-zero packet drops, while sustaining
∼100Gbps throughput per server. This is a tail of <3× the minimal
latency at a load close to 100%. In production use in many different
clusters, Swift achieves consistently low tail completion times for
short RPCs, while providing high throughput for long RPCs. It has
loss rates that are at least 10× lower than a DCTCP protocol, and
handles O(10k) incasts that sharply degrade with DCTCP.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The need for low-latency operations at datacenter scale continues
to grow. A key driver is the disaggregation of storage, compute, and
memory across the network for cost savings [7, 18, 20, 28, 40, 41, 45].
With disaggregation, low-latency messaging is needed to tap the
potential of next-generation storage. For example, industry best
practices call for 100µs access latency at 100k+ IOPS to use Flash
effectively [30, 31]. Upcoming NVMe [55, 56] needs 10µs latency
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at 1M+ IOPS, else expensive servers sit idle while they wait for
I/O [9]. Tight tail latency is also important because datacenter
applications often use partition-aggregate communication patterns
across many hosts [16]. For example, BigQuery [51], a query engine
for Google Cloud, relies on a shuffle operation [11] with high IOPS
per server [36]. Congestion control is thus a key enabler (or limiter)
of system performance in the datacenter.

In this paper, we report on Swift congestion control that we
use in Google datacenters. We found protocols such as DCTCP [1]
inadequate because they commonly experience milliseconds of
tail latency, especially at scale. Instead, Swift is an evolution of
TIMELY [38] based on Google’s production experience over the
past five years. It is designed for excellent low-latency messaging
performance at scale and to meet key operational needs: deploying
and maintaining protocols while the datacenter is changing quickly
due to technology trends; isolating the traffic of tenants in a shared
fabric; efficient use of host CPU and NIC resources; and handling a
range of traffic patterns including incast.

Swift is built on a foundation of hosts that independently adapt
rates to a tarдet end-to-end delay. We find that this design achieves
high levels of performance when we accurately measure delay
with NIC timestamps and carefully reason about targets, and has
many other advantages. Delay corresponds well to the higher-level
service-level objectives (SLOs) we seek to meet. It neatly decom-
poses into fabric and host portions to respond separately to different
causes of congestion. In the datacenter, it is easy to adjust the delay
target for different paths and competing flows. And using delay as a
signal lets us deploy new generations of switches without concern
for features or configuration because delay is always available, as
with packet loss for classic TCP.

Compared to other work, Swift is notable for leveraging the
simplicity and effectiveness of delay. Protocols such as DCTCP [1],
PFC [49], DCQCN [59] and HPCC [34] use explicit feedback from
switches to keep network queues short and RPC completion times
low. They can provide good performance, but they do not help under
large incasts and IOPS-intensive workloads. In particular, conges-
tion build-up on hosts is a practical concern that is not addressed.
Tight coordination with switches also complicates deployability
and maintainability. Other protocols exemplified by pFabric [3],
pHost [21], Homa [39], and NDP [23] explicitly schedule RPCs
or flows based on their sizes or deadlines. They can deliver good
performance for short RPCs, even at high load. Yet they are more
complex to implement, deploy, and maintain, especially when there
is coordination between switches and hosts. Moreover, they are
not a fit for multi-tenant environments, in which a large RPC for
one tenant may be of higher priority than a small RPC for another
tenant.

We present results from using Swift for business-critical work-
loads that make up a substantial fraction of Google’s network traffic.
Swift allows us to maintain low end-host and switch queuing de-
lays in clusters with diverse workloads, including bursty/incast
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Media Size Access time IOPS Bandwidth
HDD 10-20TiB >10ms <100 120MB/s
Flash <10TiB ∼100µs 500k+ 6GB/s
NVRAM <1TiB 400ns 1M+ 2GB/s per channel
DRAM <1TiB 100ns – 20GB/s per channel

Table 1: Single-device Storage characteristics

communication patterns. At the network level, Swift delivers high
utilization, sustaining a per-server throughput close to 100Gbps
(100% load) at the same time maintaining low delay and near-zero
loss. As a reference point, the DCTCP loss rate is at least 10x higher
from moderate to high load. At the application layer, Swift provides
short RPC completion times for intensive storage and analytics
workloads. For a demanding in-memory shuffle service [51, 57, 58],
Swift achieves average latency close to the baseline delay for short
transfers. By handling host congestion effectively, Swift sustains
high IOPS even under incasts of O(10k) flows. We detail these results
and more in the paper.

We draw several conclusions from our experiences. First, delay as
a congestion signal has proven effective for excellent performance
with a simplicity that has helped greatly with operational issues.
In fact, Swift’s design has been simplified from TIMELY, as it finds
the use of an absolute target delay to be performant and robust.
Second, it is important to respond to both fabric and host conges-
tion. We initially underestimated congestion at hosts (as have most
designs) but both forms matter across a range of latency-sensitive,
IOPS-intensive, and byte-intensive workloads. Delay is readily de-
composed for this purpose. Third, we must support a wide range of
traffic patterns including large-scale incast. This range leads us to
pace packets when there are more flows than the bandwidth-delay
product (BDP) of the path, while using a window at higher flow
rates for CPU efficiency.

This work does not raise any ethical issues.

2 MOTIVATION
The evolution of Swift was driven by trends in storage workloads,
host networking stacks, and datacenter switches.
Storage Workloads. Storage is the dominant workload for our
datacenter networks. It is the primary medium for communication
across jobs, and disaggregation means that storage access crosses
the network. Disk traffic is dominated by O(10) ms access latency
rather than network latency, so carrying disk traffic does not require
low-latency congestion control. But latency has become critical as
cluster-wide storage systems have evolved to faster media (Table 1).
Flash access latency is 100µs, making milliseconds of network la-
tency unacceptable, and NVMe is even more demanding [25]. Tight
network tail latency is a requirement because storage access touches
multiple devices, and the overall latency for any single storage op-
eration is dictated by the latency of the longest network operation.
And in-memory filesystems, e.g., Octopus [35], require multiple
round trips for transactions, which also stresses low fabric latency.
Moreover, high throughput is needed. Cluster storage systems op-
erate at petabyte scale. Demanding applications such as BigQuery
run a shuffle workload on top of an in-memory filesystem [11]. For
Swift, the need has been to continually tighten tail latency without
sacrificing throughput.
Host Networking Stacks. The implementation of congestion con-
trol has undergone a wholesale change in the datacenter. Traditional
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Figure 1: Swift as a packet-level congestion-control in the context of the Pony-
Express architecture.

congestion control runs as part of the host operating system, e.g.,
Linux or Windows, and serves the general purpose use case. This
setting is limited by its APIs, e.g., sendmsg and setsockopt, and
is often expensive for innovation. Adding pacing in the kernel,
for example, takes 10% of machine CPU [43, 44]. Newer stacks
such as RDMA and NVMe are designed from the ground up for
low-latency storage operations. To avoid operating system over-
heads, they are typically implemented in OS bypass stacks such
as Snap [36] or offloaded to the NIC [6, 13]. Swift runs in Snap
(as described shortly) and lets us design congestion control on a
clean-slate with features such as NIC timestamps and fine-grained
pacing. Snap also facilitated fast iterations. Swift also inspired a
delay-based congestion control scheme to control the issue rate of
RDMA operations based on precise timestamp measurements in
the 1RMA [47] system. Additionally, addressing host congestion
has become critical to maintain low end-to-end queuing. Increasing
line-rates and IOPS-intensive workloads stress software/hardware
per-packet processing resources; CPU, DRAM bandwidth, and PCIe
bottlenecks build up queues in NICs and host stacks. For Swift,
delay is decomposed to alleviate both fabric and host congestion.
Datacenter Switches. Our network has several generations of
switches in the same fabric; heterogeneity is inevitable given ad-
vances in line rates from 10Gbps to 100Gbps and beyond. Tying
congestion control deeply to switch internals poses a larger main-
tenance burden. For example, DCTCP relies on switches to mark
packets with ECN when the queue size crosses a threshold. Select-
ing an appropriate threshold and maintaining the configurations as
line speeds and buffer sizes vary is challenging at scale.1 If we keep
the same threshold (in bytes), then a 10× increase in link speed
would mark packets 10× earlier in time even though the control
loop is not 10× faster. If we grow the threshold, we must consider
that absolute buffer size has increased with successive switch gen-
erations but is limited by chip area and has not kept pace with
line-rates. Tuning is made more difficult because different switches
have different ways of managing buffer, e.g., memory bank limita-
tions. For Swift, we have found it easier to evolve delay targets at
hosts as part of the march towards lower latency than to integrate
with signals from switches.

3 SWIFT DESIGN & IMPLEMENTATION
In this section, we articulate how we settled on Swift and evolved
the protocol over time. We avoided switch modifications to more
1The DCTCP authors provide a formula to compute marking thresholds [1] but echo
our experience that care is needed in production networks.
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readily support an evolving and heterogeneous cluster environment.
We found existing end-host-based schemes such as DCTCP, D3 [54],
and D2TCP [52] to be insufficient because of their inability to handle
large scale incasts and congestion at hosts. Our observation was that
a simple scheme around delay measurements could be sufficient.
These high-level requirements guided the evolution of Swift:
(1) Provide low, tightly-bound network latency, near zero loss, and

high throughput while scaling to a large datacenter across a
range of workloads.

(2) Provide end-to-end congestion-control that manages conges-
tion not only in the network fabric but also in the NIC, and on
hosts, i.e., in software stacks. We call the latter endpoint (or
host) congestion in this paper.

(3) Be highly CPU-efficient so as to not compromise an otherwise
CPU-efficient OS bypass communication.

Latency, loss and throughput are traditional measures of conges-
tion control. Low network latency reduces the completion times
of short RPCs. Low loss is critical because loss adds significantly
to latency of higher-level application transfer units, e.g., RPCs, es-
pecially at the tail. We find two additional measures that are also
important in production—endpoint congestion and CPU efficiency.

The design we arrived at uses end-to-end RTT measurements
to modulate a congestion window in packets, with an Additive-
Increase Multiplicative-Decrease (AIMD) algorithm, with the goal
of maintaining the delay around a target delay. Swift decomposes
the end-to-end RTT into NIC-to-NIC (fabric) and endpoint delay
components to respond separately to congestion in the fabric versus
at hosts/NICs.

Swift is implemented in Pony Express, a networking stack provid-
ing custom reliable transport instantiated in Snap [36]. It uses NIC
as well as software timestamps for accurate RTT measurements. It
uses Pony Express for CPU-efficient operation and low latency, and
as an environment suited to features such as pacing. Figure 1 shows
the placement of Swift in Pony Express. Pony Express provides com-
mand and completion queue API: applications submit commands
to Pony Express, also known as "Ops" and receive completions. Ops
map to network flows, and Swift manages the transfer rate of each
flow. The overall algorithm is specified in Algorithm 1. We give
details below by component.

3.1 Using Delay to Signal Congestion

Delay is the primary congestion signal in Swift because it meets
all our requirements. TIMELY noted that RTT can be measured
precisely with modern hardware, and that it provides a multi-bit
congestion signal, i.e., it encodes the extent of congestion and not
only its presence. Swift further decomposes the end-to-end RTT to
separate fabric from host issues; it has made delay measurements
much more precise through a combination of timestamps in NIC
hardware and in polling-based transport like Pony Express. We
describe the delay components and how they are measured in Swift.
Component Delays of RTT

Figure 2(a) shows the components that make up an RTT, from
locally sending a data packet to receiving the corresponding ac-
knowledgement from a remote endpoint.
• Local NIC Tx Delay is the time the packet spends in the NIC

Tx queue before it is emitted on the wire. When the networking
stack uses a pull model [36], the host hands the packet to the
NIC when the NIC is ready to send it, so this delay is negligible.

Algorithm 1: Swift Reaction To Congestion
1 Parameters: ai: additive increment, β : multiplicative decrease

constant, max_md f : maximum multiplicative decrease factor
2 cwnd_prev ← cwnd

3 bool can_decrease ← ▷ Enforces MD once every RTT
(now − t_last_decrease ≥ rtt)

4 On Receiving ACK
5 retransmit_cnt ← 0
6 tarдet_delay ← TargetDelay() ▷ See S3.5
7 if delay < target_delay then ▷ Additive Increase (AI)
8 if cwnd ≥ 1 then
9 cwnd ← cwnd + ai

cwnd · num_acked
10 else
11 cwnd ← cwnd + ai · num_acked
12 else ▷ Multiplicative Decrease (MD)
13 if can_decrease then
14 cwnd ← max(1 − β · (delay−tarдet_delay

delay ),
1 −max_md f ) · cwnd

15 On Retransmit Timeout
16 retransmit_cnt ← retransmit_cnt + 1
17 if retransmit_cnt ≥ RETX_RESET_THRESHOLD then
18 cwnd ←min_cwnd
19 else
20 if can_decrease then
21 cwnd ← (1 −max_md f ) · cwnd

22 On Fast Recovery
23 retransmit_cnt ← 0
24 if can_decrease then
25 cwnd ← (1 −max_md f ) · cwnd
26 cwnd ← ▷ Enforce lower/upper bounds

clamp(min_cwnd, cwnd,max_cwnd)
27 if cwnd ≤ cwnd_prev then
28 t_last_decrease ← now

29 if cwnd < 1 then
30 pacinд_delay ← r t t

cwnd
31 else
32 pacinд_delay ← 0;

Output: cwnd , pacinд_delay

Note that the host delay in this situation is not considered part
of the packet layer; it is observed at higher layers.
• Forward Fabric Delay is the sum of the serialization, propaga-

tion and queuing delays for the data packet at switches between
the source and destination. It also includes the NIC serialization
delay.
• Remote NIC Rx Delay is the time the packet spends in the re-

mote NIC queue before it is picked by the remote stack. This
delay can be significant when the host is the bottleneck. For
example, in the context of Snap [36], this delay can rise quickly
when the packet processing capacity falls due to memory pres-
sure and CPU scheduling.
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Figure 2: (a) Components of end-to-end RTT for a data packet and corresponding ACK packet. (b) Timestamps used to measure different delays (Hardware
and software timestamps are shown in blue and red, respectively).

• Remote Processing Delay is the time for the stack to process
the data packet and generate an ACK packet, including any
explicit ACK delays.
• Remote NIC Tx Delay is the time spent by the ACK packet in

the NIC Tx queue.
• Reverse Fabric Delay is the time taken by the ACK packet on

the reverse path. Note that the forward and reverse paths may
not be symmetric.
• Local NIC Rx Delay is the time spent by the ACK packet before

it is processed by the stack to mark the delivery of the data
packet.
The forward fabric delay is the primary indicator of network

congestion, while the remote NIC Rx delay is the primary indicator
of host congestion. Sender-based congestion control should not
react to reverse path congestion since it has no direct control over
it. If needed, ACKs can be prioritized by using a higher quality
of service (QoS) class. However, we find the reverse path delays
are well controlled in practice, since the reverse side traffic is also
controlled by Swift.
Measuring Delays

Swift uses multiple NIC and host timestamps to separate the
components of delay. Modern NICs widely support hardware times-
tamps that are accessible from host networking stacks, including
Pony Express and kernel TCP. We describe the implementation in
Snap [36]; details depend on the networking stack.

Figure 2(b) depicts the event time sequence. t1 is the time a data
packet is sent, as recorded by the stack. t2 is when the packet lands
on the remote NIC. It is available via the hardware timestamp that
the NIC marks on the descriptor. t3 is when the packet is processed
by the stack, thus t3 − t2 is the time that the packet spends in the
NIC queue. The key here is synchronizing the NIC clock (which
provides t2) and the host clock (which provides t3). We use a simple
linear extrapolation algorithm to translate the NIC timestamp to
the host clock (Appendix A provides further details). t4 is the time
the ACK is ready to be sent out by the stack, and so t4 − t3 gives us
the processing time.

We sum the NIC Rx delay and the processing time to obtain
remote-queuing, and reflect this delay to the sender via a header
on the ACK packet. The NIC Rx timestamp is appended locally to
the packet descriptor and is not sent on the wire. In our experience,
4 bytes are enough for microsecond-level precision. Details of the
packet format changes are in Appendix B. Finally, t5 and t6 are
the corresponding receive timestamps for the ACK at the original
sender. End-to-end RTT is t6 − t1.

3.2 Simple Target Delay Window Control
The core Swift algorithm is a simple AIMD controller based on
whether the measured delay exceeds a target delay. We found sim-
plicity to be a virtue as TIMELY evolved to Swift and removed
some complexity, e.g., by using the difference between the RTT and
target delay rather than the RTT gradient. Below we describe the
algorithm based on a fixed target delay, then elucidate the end-host
and fabric parts in §3.3, and dynamic scaling based on topology
and load in §3.5.

The controller is triggered on receiving ACK packets. Swift reacts
quickly to congestion by using instantaneous delay as opposed
to minimum or low-pass filtered delay. In addition, Swift does not
explicitly delay ACKs. Both choices mitigate staleness concerns in
using delay as a congestion-signal [60]. Lines 4–14 in Algorithm 1
provide Swift’s reaction on receiving an ACK; if the delay is less than
the tarдet , the cwnd (measured in packets) is increased by ai

cwnd
(ai = additive increment), such that the cumulative increase over an
RTT is equal to ai. Otherwise, the cwnd is decreased multiplicatively,
with the decrease depending on how far the delay is from the target,
i.e., we use multiple bits of the delay signal for precise control. The
multiplicative decrease is constrained to be once per RTT, so that
Swift does not react to the same congestion event multiple times.
We do this by checking against the time of the last cwnd decrease.
The initial value of cwnd has little effect in our setting because
Pony Express maintains long-lived flows.
3.3 Fabric vs. Endpoint Congestion
Many congestion control designs focus on the fabric as the net-
work, and ignore host issues. We learned over time that host issues
are important and need a different congestion response. To do so,
we split the RTT into fabric delay due to links and switches, and
end-host delay that happens in NIC and host networking stack.
First, Swift computes endpoint-delay as the sum of remote-queuing
(echoed in the ACK) and Local NIC Rx Delay (given by t6 − t5).2
Then, Swift computes fabric-delay as RTT minus endpoint-delay.

Swift then uses two congestion windows, fcwnd to track fabric
congestion, and ecwnd to track endpoint congestion. Both windows
follow Algorithm 1 with a different fabric-delay-target and endpoint-
delay-target. There is a slight difference in that we use Exponentially
Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) filtering for the endpoint delay,
given that endpoint delays are more noisy in our experience.

The effective congestion window is combined as min(fcwnd,
ecwnd).3 Note the similarity to how TCP uses the minimum of
cwnd and receiver advertised window, where advertised window
serves the role of ecwnd . In the context of Snap [36], delay is a
2We provide the reasoning behind including this delay in Appendix C.
3Both cwnds are updated together and a ceiling value is used as a guard for the
non-bottlenecked cwnd .
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Figure 3: Target delay encapsulates both fixed and variable parts and is dy-
namically scaled based on topology and load.

better measure of host congestion than advertised window. It is
directly tied to all bottlenecks on the host, including CPU, memory,
PCIe bandwidth, caching effects, thread scheduling, etc., whereas
advertised window captures memory allocation (and very indirectly
CPU bottlenecks). In addition, the advertised window is used for
flow-control, i.e., to prevent a flow from over-running a buffer,
and does not aim for fairness across flows when the host is the
bottleneck.

Separating fabric and host congestion in the design of Swift
had a huge impact in production, with the tail latency of most
applications improving by 2×, and none suffering a regression. We
give more production results in §4.
3.4 Large-Scale Incast
During deployment, we ran into applications that relied on ex-
tremely large incasts, with thousands of flows destined to a single
host simultaneously. In this scenario, when number of flows ex-
ceed the path BDP, even a congestion window of one is too high
to prevent overload. To handle such cases, we augmented Swift
to allow the congestion window to fall below one packet down to
a minimum of 0.001 packets. This case needs special handling of
the increment update (Lines 7–11 of Algorithm 1). To implement
a fractional congestion window, we translate it to an inter-packet
delay of RTT

cwnd (Lines 29–32 of Algorithm 1) that the sender uses to
pace packets into the network. For example, a cwnd of 0.5 results
in sending a packet after a delay of 2 × RTT . The pacing is imple-
mented using a Timing Wheel [43]. Results from production (§4)
show pacing is critical to maintain low latency and loss at scale.

While conventional wisdom is that always-on pacing is bene-
ficial in terms of smooth traffic and lower losses, we found that
pacing packets for moderate or higher flow rates did not provide
better performance than an ACK-clocked window. Moreover, pac-
ing packets is not CPU efficient compared to ACK clocking. Beyond
the CPU cost of pacing data packets, added CPU is consumed on
the receiver due to reduced opportunities for ACK coalescing, and
on the sender due to a corresponding increase in the number of
ACKs. TIMELY used rate control but did not suffer from these prob-
lems because it paced 64KB chunks, which allowed for efficient
use of CPU. But for a Snap transport that operates in MTU-sized
units, pacing is mostly not necessary for performance, nor is it
CPU-efficient. In Swift, we finesse this issue by normally using
ACK-clocked congestion window and shifting to pacing when the
cwnd falls below 1.
3.5 Scaling the Fabric Target Delay
So far, we have described Swift with a fixed target delay. Here, we
describe how to scale the target fabric delay (henceforth referred
to as target delay) to the latency of paths that are longer or heavily
loaded.

Target delay encapsulates both the fixed and the variable parts
of the fabric delay, as shown in Figure 3. The base portion of target
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Figure 4: Average queue buildup with randomized flow arrival and perfect
rate control grows as O (√N ).

delay consists of delays incurred for a single hop network with a
small number of flows: propagation delay, serialization delay in NIC
and switch (which depends on link speed), queuing delay for a small
number of flows, measurement errors from software and hardware
timestamps, as well as any unaccounted delays in network, e.g.,
resulting from QoS scheduling. On top of this base, we scale target
delay based on topology and load.
Topology-based Scaling: While using a single target delay that
is high enough to cover propagation and serialization delays across
the datacenter diameter gives us good overall throughput, it comes
at the cost of building larger queues for traffic that takes shorter
paths, e.g., intra-top-of-rack (intra-ToR) network, plus some RTT
unfairness. Instead, we want to use smaller targets for flows with
shorter paths to improve performance.

Measuring the minimum path delay is not simple in the Internet,
as shown by prior work [12]. For datacenters, the topology is known
and network distance is bounded. Given this environment, we
translate the network path for a flow to a target delay by using a
fixed base delay plus a fixed per-hop delay. We measure the forward-
path hop count by subtracting the received IP TTL (Time-To-Live)
values from known starting TTL, and reflect it back in the ACK-
header. This design works with multi-path forwarding, though in
practice we find it sufficient to use a single path at a time per flow.
Flow-based Scaling: We also scale the target delay with the num-
ber of competing flows. The target must provide enough headroom
for Swift to fully utilize the bottleneck. We find that the queue size
and hence the target required to saturate the bottleneck link in-
creases with the number of competing flows. For intuition, consider
a link with N flows that are rate-limited to exactly their fair share
but have random start times. Then queuing happens only when
packets from different flows come together by chance. Figure 4
shows the simulation results—the average queue length grows as
O(√N ). This behavior can be modeled as a bounded random walk
and the average queue size, like the distance from the starting
point, grows as O(√N ). Results from buffer sizing work [5] that
show required buffer space for TCP reduces with number of flows
by O(√N ) may seem contradictory but it is modeling different as-
pects. The buffer sizing work is modeling the variation in window
as governed by AIMD. Using Central Limit Theorem, Reference [5]
shows that the variation in total window is reduced by O(√N ) for
large number of unsynchronized flows.4 In Swift, we model the
amount of queuing that would happen naturally due to random

4Another way to reason: given N flows, each flow’s window fluctuation is O ( 1
N ×

BDP ); chance of fluctuations coinciding is O (√N ). Thus, average fluctuation of total
window is O (

√
N
N ) = O ( 1√

N
).
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Parameter Description
base_tarдet base target delay
ℏ per hop scaling factor
f s_max_cwnd max cwnd for target scaling
f s_min_cwnd min cwnd for target scaling
f s_ranдe max scaling range

Table 2: Parameters for target delay scaling.
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Figure 5: Example fabric delay target curve vs congestion window.

chance of collision between flows but not because of bandwidth
overestimation, and factor it into the queuing headroom to avoid
overreaction.

Since the sender does not know the number of flows at the
bottleneck, we need another means to adjust the target. We rely
on the fact that cwnd is inversely proportional to the number of
flows when Swift has converged to its fair-share. So we adjust the
target in proportion to 1/

√
cwnd , i.e., the target delay grows as cwnd

becomes smaller. As well as lowering the queuing when there are
few flows, this method improves fairness: it speeds slow flows with
a larger target, and slows fast flows with a smaller target. We find
this convergence bias especially useful when flows have congestion
windows less than one.
Overall Scaling: Combining topology and flow scaling, and using
the notation of Table 2, we arrive at the formula for target delay:
t = base_tarдet + #hops×ℏ +max(0,min( α√

f cwnd
+β, f s_ranдe)),

where
α =

f s_ranдe
1√

f s_min_cwnd
− 1√

f s_max_cwnd

, β = − α√
f s_max_cwnd

.

Figure 5 provides an example to show the relationship between
target delay, cwnd , and flow scaling parameters. base_tarдet is the
minimum target delay required to provide 100% utilization in a one
hop network with a small number of flows. f s_ranдe specifies the
additional target on top of base that is progressively reduced over
the cwnd range [f s_min_cwnd , f s_max_cwnd]. ℏ is the per-hop
scaling factor. These three parameters determine the slope of the
scaling curve and the cwnd range to which it is applied.

A steeper curve improves fairness and convergence by making
it more likely that slower flows increment their rates. However, it
also increases queuing in the network. To precisely model queuing
due to random collisions, the slope of the curve is a function of
number of flows and link capacity. We approximate the ideal curve
by selecting a tolerable delay over base target, and a cwnd range
over which to apply scaling. Defining a scaling range lets us use a
steeper curve for smaller cwnd , representing the high congestion
regime.

We note that the interdependence of cwnd and target delay is
for the small cwnd regime. It does not pose a problem in practice

because the target delay and cwnd adjustments are opposite in
direction, e.g., when cwnd grows, the queuing delay increases which
reduces target delay, and vice versa. The result is to more quickly
equalize the queuing and target delay than with a static target,
which gives faster convergence and better fairness.

3.6 Loss Recovery and ACKs
We discuss the details of generating acknowledgments and recov-
ering lost packets because they impact delay-based congestion
control.
Loss Recovery Happily, we have needed to invest minimal effort
in loss recovery for good tail latency because Swift keeps packet
losses low. Like TCP, packet losses are detected in Swift with two
main mechanisms: selective acknowledgements (SACK) for fast
recovery, and a retransmission timer to ensure data delivery in
the absence of acknowledgments from the receiver. SACK is imple-
mented using a simple sequence number bitmap. When a packet
is detected as lost via a hole in the bitmap, it is retransmitted, and
the congestion window is reduced multiplicatively. In addition, a
retransmission timeout (RTO) is maintained on a per-flow basis
computed using exponentially weighted moving average over the
end-to-end RTT. To adapt quickly to potentially severe congestion,
the congestion window is reduced by the maximum multiplicative
factor on an RTO. We have not needed to draw on other mechanisms
well-known from TCP loss recovery, e.g., References [4, 10, 19, 37].
ACKs Swift does not explicitly delay ACKs to react more quickly
to congestion. Note that ACK coalescing will still occur if multiple
packets arrive together, e.g., they are processed in a batch by Snap.
We also take care not to delay ACKs in the case of bi-directional
traffic, as would happen if we piggyback the ACK on a reverse data
packet that is paced. Instead, we decouple data and ACK packets
for paced flows—an incoming data packet generates a pure ACK
sent immediately to unblock the remote end, while a reverse data
packet respects any pacing-delay that is imposed on it.

3.7 Coexistence via QoS
In a shared production deployment, there are multiple congestion
control algorithms. WAN flows operate with a different congestion
control algorithm than datacenter flows optimized for latency. Cus-
tomers configure cloud VMs with the congestion control of their
choice. And UDP-based traffic uses application-level rate control
logic. It is essential that Swift traffic be able to coexist with various
forms of congestion control without adverse competition for switch
buffers, otherwise its latency may be inflated and its throughput
reduced.

As a pragmatic solution, we leverage QoS features. Switches
have ∼10 QoS queues per port [32] that can share the buffer space
across ports based on usage. We reserve a subset of QoS queues
for Swift traffic and give them a share of the link capacity via
weighted-fair-queuing. By using larger scheduler weights for higher
priority traffic, we are able to handle tenants with different traffic
classes. While this simple arrangement does not completely isolate
Swift traffic, we show it provides enough separation for excellent
performance (§4.3).

4 TAKEAWAYS FROM PRODUCTION
We deployed Swift in production at Google over the course of four
years. It supports traffic at large scale from applications with a
range of needs including:
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• HDD and SSD reads and writes that serve the storage needs of
many Google applications. While there are many small reads
and writes, this traffic is generally throughput-intensive (also
referred to as byte-intensive in this paper).
• An in-memory key-value store used by several Google applica-

tions, which is latency-sensitive.
• An in-memory filesystem used for BigQuery shuffle, which is

IOPS-intensive and can have a large degree of fan-in.
4.1 Measurement Methodology
Data reported in this section is taken fleet-wide, except where we
call out specific clusters, for a period of one week. This data covers
a very wide range of workloads, scale, and utilization. We draw our
conclusions from three types of data:
• Switch statistics tell us the link utilization and loss rates. We
compute them over 30-second intervals using per-port output-
packets and output-discards counters collected from production
switches. We do not include loss due to routing failures or packet
corruption.
• Host round-trip times. NIC-to-NIC probers with NIC hardware
timestamps give us fabric RTT data for both Swift and non-Swift
traffic. End-to-end packet RTT, including host and fabric parts, is
measured in Swift.
• Application metrics, where available, highlight the impact of
Swift on applications.

Our main point of comparison for Swift is DCTCP-style con-
gestion control. While there are many other proposed congestion
control protocols for the datacenter, they are more complex and
not readily available at fleetwide scale. In contrast, DCTCP is a
well-known reference point, for which we report on a Google ver-
sion called GCN that has a faster response to congestion by scaling
its multiplicative decrease based on the current ECN mark rate
rather than an EWMA, and disabling delayed ACKs when receiving
ECN-marked data. GCN has also been thoroughly tuned at scale.
Thus, we believe GCN serves as a more stringent comparison for
Swift than DCTCP. The GCN results in this section are with our
kernel production deployment; we also provide results for GCN
instantiated in PonyExpress [36] for comparison in §5.3.

For confidentiality purposes, we normalize the absolute loss, la-
tency and throughput numbers from our production deployments;
in §5 we report absolute numbers for Swift performance from
testbed experiments.
4.2 Performance At Scale
We report combinations of latency/loss and throughput/utilization
because it is essential to deliver on all of them at once—it is easy but
not useful to optimize one metric at the expense of another. A key
difficulty is how to perform a comparative fleetwide evaluation as
we cannot easily shift between these protocols to provide clean A/B
data at fleet scale. Rather, both Swift and GCN must run together
in various mixes in the same cluster. We report Swift/GCN loss
rates versus total port utilization as well as individual Swift/GCN
utilizations (which we call queue utilizations) to show that Swift
delivers excellent performance.
Takeaway: Swift achieves low loss even at line-rate

One of the biggest improvements as we moved traffic to Swift
was the reduction in packet loss. We compare Swift and GCN loss
rates versus the combined link utilization of Swift and GCN. The
loss rate is the lost packets divided by the sent packets for a type
of traffic (Swift or GCN). The combined link utilization is the sum
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Figure 6: Edge (ToR to host) links: Average and 99.9p Swift/GCN loss rate (lin-
ear and log scale) vs. combined utilization, bucketed at 10% intervals. Loss rate
is normalized to highest GCN loss rate. The near-vertical line in the log-scale
plot is due to extremely small relative loss-rate.
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Figure 7: Fabric links: Average and 99.9p Swift/GCN loss rate Swift/GCN loss
rate (linear and log scale) vs. combined utilization, bucketed at 10% intervals.

of Swift/GCN bits on the wire divided by the link capacity. We use
switch counters for both metrics. We normalize the highest GCN
loss rate in each plot to 1.0.

Figure 6 shows links at the edge, i.e., ToR to host. We see in the
log-scale plot that Swift provides 2+ orders of magnitude lower
average and 99.9th-percentile loss rates than GCN across a range of
combined utilization. While the data is normalized due to confiden-
tiality, we note that GCN losses have been an operational challenge,
even at lower utilization levels. Swift continues to provide very low
average and tight tail loss for heavily utilized (>90%) links at the
edge, while GCN does not.

Figure 7 shows the same plot for fabric links in the core of the
datacenter. We see the same trends. Note that not all loss in produc-
tion is due to congestion control, e.g., link flaps cause loss before
the switch converges. This impact is evident at high utilization in
the fabric, especially for 99.9p loss, where there is a slight uptick in
Swift loss rate.
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Figure 8: Average and 99.9th percentile loss rate vs. queue utilization.
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Figure 9: Edge (ToR to host) average and 99.9p loss rate vs. total Swift/GCN
throughput in the cluster.
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Figure 10: Average and 99.9p loss rate of highly-utilized (>90%) links in each
switch group.

As a check, Figure 8 shows Swift/GCN loss versus the Swift/GCN
queue utilization.5 and see the same behavior. This gives us con-
fidence that low Swift loss rates are sustained even when all the
traffic on the link is from Swift.

We plot aggregate cluster throughput versus the loss rate in
Figure 9. We pick 25 clusters at Google and plot the loss rate for
Swift/GCN separately against the total Swift/GCN throughput in
the cluster. We report edge links only for brevity. We see that Swift
consistently delivers low loss even at extreme tails at scale, while
GCN is much more variable. In our experience, the low loss rates of
Swift are a direct outcome of its prompt reaction to congestion as
detected by its target delay, as well as scaling to large incasts. Given
the extremely small loss rate both at the edge and in the fabric, the
end-to-end retransmission rate for Swift is also very low, which is
consistent with our choice not to invest heavily in loss recovery.

Swift’s performance improvements hold for a range of link
speeds. We show results for commodity NIC link speeds from 40
to 100Gbps. Figure 10 compares the average and 99.9p loss rate for
edge (ToR to host) links at high utilization (>90%). At near line-rate
utilization, even the 99.9th-p loss rate for Swift is much smaller
than GCN.
Takeaway: Swift achieves low latency near the target

We now turn to latency. Figure 11 shows NIC-to-NIC round trip
time (or fabric RTT) across our datacenters as measured by NIC
5Note that there is a spike in the [80-90%] loss rate bucket for GCN. We verified this
spike accurately measures our production traffic, and we are investigating plausible
causes.
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Figure 11: Fabric RTT: Swift controls fabric delay more tightly than GCN.
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Figure 12: Cluster Swift/GCN Throughput vs. Average RTT. The dashed line
is the base target delay (normalized to 1).

timestamps. We can see that Swift is able to maintain the average
fabric round-trip around the configured target delay, and controls
tail latency much better than non-delay based GCN. We normalize
the numbers w.r.t the base target delay.

In Figure 12, we show that Swift achieves average RTTs close to
target delay at large scale and across our clusters. The average RTT
roughly matches the base target delay used in our deployments. This
behavior has proven to be extremely useful as we tuned the target
delay over the course of our full deployment—early Swift deploy-
ments used 2× the base target delay than our current configuration.
This change was done incrementally and carefully, ensuring we did
not cause regression in application performance by decreasing the
bandwidth applications get as we navigate the latency-throughput
tradeoff. §5.1 details the experiments that guided us in setting the
base target delay in production.

We note that in some clusters the average RTT is above the base
target, though it stays below the upper bound of the target with
topology and flow scaling. We spot-checked a few clusters and
found that the average is drivenup by the tail RTT for two reasons.
First, external factors impact the delay observed for Swift. The main
factor is a large amount of traffic on high QoS classes outside of
Swift control. These factors are inevitable in a large, heterogeneous,
shared infrastructure. Second, the tail RTT is also driven up by
heavy incast workloads that trigger flow-based scaling of target
delay as described in §3.5.
Thus, Swift achieves near line-rate throughput while main-
taining its promise of low loss and low latency.

Swift outperforms GCN for three main reasons. First, Swift
rapidly reduces its cwnd to below one under extreme congestion,
when number of flows exceed the network bandwidth-delay prod-
uct. Second, Swift alleviates congestion at end-hosts in addition
to congestion in the fabric. Finally, Swift predictably bounds end-
to-end delay regardless of intermediate link rates and buffer sizes,
which is a difficult goal to attain with GCN thresholds.
4.3 Use of Shared Infrastructure
Recall that we share network links with non-Swift traffic. To do
so we separate traffic using QoS classes that share link bandwidth
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Figure 13: Average loss rate vs. port utilization for GCN traffic at strict sched-
uling priority and Swift at lower schedulingweight for ToR-to-host links. The
highest GCN loss rate is normalized to 1.0.
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Figure 14: CDF of end-to-end packet RTT and NIC-Rx-queuing delay for the
throughput-intensive cluster (left) and IOPS-intensive cluster (right).

using weighted-fair queuing. In our experience, this arrangement
lets Swift achieve low latency even in cases when a good portion
of the traffic is controlled by loss or via GCN. We see in Figure 11
that Swift latency is substantially smaller than the GCN latencies
when both queues have the same scheduling priority. Similarly, the
cluster-scale measurements in Figure 12 show an order of magni-
tude lower latency for Swift than GCN.

To stress the isolation mechanism, we compare the packet loss
versus port utilization for unequal scheduling priority: GCN run-
ning with the advantage of strict priority scheduling and Swift
running at its lowest weight. Figure 13 shows that Swift controls
the queueing much better than GCN even though it has less pre-
ferred access to link bandwidth.

4.4 Fabric and Host Congestion

The response of Swift to host as well as fabric congestion has been
key to its success in production. In a shared environment, we often
have a mix of IOPS-intensive applications that stress hosts, and
throughput-intensive applications that stress the fabric. While most
cluster congestion is in the fabric, host congestion is not rare, and
if we did not respond to it separately then IOPS-intensive flows
could unfairly degrade co-located throughput-intensive flows.

We choose two clusters to show how the fabric and host both
contribute to end-to-end packet RTT. One cluster is dominated by
IOPS-intensive tasks that are end-host queuing dominated, while
the other carries predominantly large storage RPCs, which are
typically network queuing dominated. For each cluster, we split the
end-to-end packet RTT as measured in Swift (t6 - t1 in Figure 2) to
obtain fabric and host components. We show these components for
the two clusters in Figures 14. There is a clear distinction. The host
delays are small and tight for the throughput-intensive cluster, but
can contribute as much as the fabric delays in the IOPS-intensive
cluster.

Splitting the RTT into fabric and host components has also been
invaluable for debugging. When a network problem is reported
in production, the first step is typically to determine whether the
culprit is the fabric or the host. By looking at log data for fabric
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versus endpoint congestion in aggregate also tells us whether a
cluster is congested mostly by the fabric or end host engines.
4.5 Application Performance
It is important that Swift support IOPS-intensive and throughput-
intensive applications, latency sensitive workloads with short Ops,
and allow them to run well together; coexistence facilitates service
deployment in a shared network environment.
In-memory BigQuery Shuffle. Swift supports a disaggregated,
in-memory filesystem for BigQuery shuffle [11] built atop Snap [36].
What ultimately matters to a memory-based file system is how
quickly the workload completes, as measured by the IOPS, and the
completion time of small Ops. Swift’s ability to simultaneously con-
trol network delays and host congestion at scale is thus invaluable
for this application. Figure 15 shows that the Op completion time
closely follows the Swift’s target delay.6 The separate treatment of
fabric and host congestion in Swift was key in enabling this applica-
tion to meet its access latency SLOs in all clusters. In addition, the
team informed us that the ability to keep network latencies small
provided meaningful backpressure to them. They recently rolled
out a change to handle application-level queuing better, which im-
proved the tail-latency by 7×; a change which would not have been
possible with GCN.
Storage. Parts of Storage traffic are also served over Swift, with
throughput as the primary metric of goodness. We provide results
from a load test provided to us by the SSD-storage team that does
16kB reads. Swift achieves 4× lower 99.9th-p application latency
vs. GCN as shown in Figure 16. Additionally, Swift achieves ∼7%
higher IOPS with a 100% success rate in Op-completions, while the
losses in GCN resulted in 1.7% of its Ops failing due to deadlines
being exceeded.
4.6 Production Experience
We briefly summarize production experiences that may be of inter-
est.

Swift’s ability to operate at near line-rate with near zero loss
has caused confusion at times, since other teams are not used to
this level of performance at scale. On two occasions, bugs were
incorrectly filed for monitoring failures because highly-utilized
links reported zero loss. Both cases were quickly attributed to Swift;
the use of QoS classes separation made this attribution easy.

Swift’s extremely low delays has also met with skepticism that
it may be unnecessarily sacrificing throughput, thereby reducing
application performance. It is relatively easy to measure how well
congestion-control is mitigating congestion, but it is much harder
to measure how well it is utilizing available bandwidth given that
6High IOPS is not shown here; Reference [36] shows that in some intervals a single
Snap instance is serving upwards of 5M IOPS.
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Figure 17:T1: Achieved RTT and throughput vs. target delay, 100-flow incast.

traffic may be application-limited or bottlenecked at end-hosts. To
address this concern we rolled out experimental and more aggres-
sive versions of Swift to subsets of the fleet. These versions priori-
tized throughput at the cost of increased queuing, including raising
the target delay, disabling pacing and cwnd < 1 mode, raising the
window floor and shortening timeouts. We observed increased RTT
and loss, but with no increase in throughput or improvement in
application performance. This result corroborates that Swift is not
throttling traffic to keep latency and loss low.

To see that the Swift implementation is efficient, we checked its
CPU usage in a diverse, heavy workload. It accounted for ∼2.6%
of Pony Express CPU. Of this, 1.4% is for ACK-processing (which
includes code not specific to Swift) and 0.31% is spent to support
timestamping and delay measurement.

We also found it simple to tune Swift’s target delay in production,
in contrast with challenges in tuning ECN thresholds. ECN thresh-
olds requires switch configuration updates, which is an ongoing
task due to evolving line-rates and topologies, and complicated by
heterogeneity, e.g., switches with a mix of line rates. In comparison,
target delay is controlled at the hosts and has a clear end-to-end
interpretation.

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We present results from controlled experiments to evaluate the
mechanisms in Swift. Our experiments are from two testbeds with
benchmarking data (and no production traffic) running on them:
• T1 has 60 machines with 50Gbps NICs. We use it for incast

scenarios and for experiments relating to fairness, target delay
scaling and fabric vs. endpoint congestion.
• T2 is a larger testbed with ∼500 machines and 100Gbps NICs.

We use it for larger experiments with all-to-all traffic patterns.
5.1 Effect of Target Delay
Target delay is the key control parameter in Swift; we report on
how it affects performance. First, we look at how well the Swift
protocol can match measured RTT to the specified base target delay.
In T1, we set up 10 sender machines with 10 flows per sender, each
pushing 64kB write RMA operations to a single receiver machine as
quickly as possible. We vary the base target delay from 15µs to 70µs.
We disable flow and topology scaling (§3.5) for this experiment
to highlight the impact of base target delay. Figure 17 plots the
achieved RTT. We see it closely tracks the configured base target
delay.

Next, we look at how target delay affects throughput. The base
delay must at a minimum cover the propagation and NIC/switch
serialization delays, along with measurement inaccuracies. Beyond
this minimum, a higher target allows for more queuing. We want
the target delay to be low to reduce latency but high enough to maxi-
mize network throughput. Figure 17 also shows how the throughput
varies with the target delay. Initially the target is too low and Swift
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Figure 18: T2: Achieved RTT and throughput vs. per-machine offered load.
Total load varies from 500Gbps to ∼50Tbps.

Metric Swift w/o cwnd < 1 Swift

Throughput 8.7Gbps 49.5Gbps
Loss rate 28.7% 0.0003%
Average RTT 2027.4µs 110.2µs

Table 3: T1: Throughput, loss rate and average RTT for 5000-to-1 incast with
and without cwnd < 1 support.
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Figure 19:T1: Fabric (f cwnd ) and Endpoint (ecwnd ) congestion windows for
a 100-to-1 incast with 1kB and 64kB writes.

throttles throughput. After a narrow transition region, through-
put remains saturated above a target of ~25µs. This clean behavior
makes it easy to find a good target in practice. In our initial deploy-
ments, we used a liberal target to first ensure throughput. We then
trimmed it to achieve lower latency, while ensuring no reduction
in throughput.

Note that needing a 25µs target in this experiment is not a lim-
itation of Swift but of the networking stack. Appendix D shows
an experiment (from a prototype that reduces host CPU interfer-
ence) where we lowered the target delay to 15µs and still sustained
line-rate throughput of 100Gbps.

5.2 Throughput/Latency Curves
Given a target delay, we sweep the offered load to characterize
the operating points of throughput vs. latency. To do this we use
T2 with a uniform random traffic pattern: each client selects one
machine from the remote racks at random for a 64kB write RMA
operation. We set the target delay to 25µs. We vary the offered
load by varying the interval over which we issue operations, and
measure the fabric RTT with NIC timestamps.

We see in Figure 18 that throughput increases with little rise in
RTT until we exceed 80% of the line-rate. Even then, the rise of
median RTT is modest and the tail RTT diverges slowly from the
median all the way through full load. At a load close to 100%, Swift
is able to maintain the 99.9th-p RTT to be <50µs at an aggregate
load close to 50Tbps. We note that the tail RTT is at most 3× higher
than the baseline unloaded RTT.

5.3 Large-scale Incast
Swift supports cwnd < 1 with pacing to handle large-scale incast,
which is an important datacenter workload. InT1, we start 100 flows
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Figure 22:T1: Throughput of two flows
with different path lengths, with and
without topology-base scaling (TBS).

from each of 50 machines to a single destination machine, repre-
senting a 5000-to-1 incast. We measure the achieved throughput,
loss rate and average RTT for runs with and without the support
for cwnd < 1.

We see in Table 3 that Swift achieves line-rate throughput with
low latency and almost zero loss—excellent performance for a 5000-
to-1 incast. Conversely, without support for cwnd < 1 the protocol
degrades to high latency and loss that drives down throughput. In
comparison, GCN running in Pony Express achieves a 5.1% loss-rate
and 8.67× average RTT even for a smaller scale 1000-to-1 incast.
5.4 Endpoint Congestion
As discussed before, endpoint congestion has become increasingly
important with rising link rates and advent of IOPS-intensive appli-
cations. To show how Swift differentiates and handles both fabric
and endpoint congestion, we use 20 machines inT1 each with 5 flows
incast to a single destination machine. We use 1kB writes for an
IOPS-intensive workload and 64kB writes for a byte-intensive work-
load. We plot the fabric and endpoint congestion windows, f cwnd
and ecwnd , showing the median and tail values in Figure 19. For
the tail, we use the 1st-percentile since lower congestion windows
represent smaller sending rates and, hence, larger RPC latencies.
We see a clear distinction as the workload shifts: the IOPS-intensive
case is limited by the endpoint window, while the byte-intensive
case is limited by the fabric window.

Decomposing the end-to-end RTT into fabric and endpoint com-
ponents lets Swift to craft different responses to congestion at
network and hosts. To show this strategy has a performance ben-
efit, we compare Swift to a version (Swift-v0) that uses a single
target for end-to-end delay. We setup two concurrent incasts, one
for the fabric and one for endpoint. Three machines in T1, each
with 5 flows, send traffic to another receiver machine in T1. Two
of the three senders perform large (64kB) writes to create fabric
congestion, and the remaining one performs small (64B) writes to
stress the endpoint. We show the results in Table 4. We observe
that Swift (fabric base target of 50µs and engine target of 100µs)
achieves throughput close to line rate. Swift-v0 with an end-to-end
target of 100µs achieves much lower throughput. This happens be-
cause the machines performing large writes inappropriately reduce
their congestion windows due to congestion at the receiver. We can
increase the target for Swift-v0 to increase throughput, but it comes
at the cost of increased RTT. Swift-v0 with 200µs target achieves
line-rate throughput but observes higher average and 99th-p RTT.
5.5 Flow Fairness
Flow and topology scaling help Swift to achieve a fair allocation
of bandwidth across flows, regardless of whether the flows have
different path lengths.

Configuration Throughput Average RTT 99th-p RTT

Swift 48.7Gbps 129.2µs 175.1µs
Swift-v0, 100µs target 41.6Gbps 118.3µs 154.4µs
Swift-v0, 150µs target 44.9Gbps 157.6µs 203.8µs
Swift-v0, 200µs target 49.5Gbps 184.9µs 252.7µs

Table 4:T1: Throughput, average and tail RTT for Swift and Swift-v0 that uses
different target delays without decomposing fabric and endpoint congestion.

Flows with same path lengths: First, we show how Swift con-
verges to fair-share as flows arrive and depart. In Figure 20, we
start with a single flow between a pair of machines. Keeping the
destination machine the same, we incrementally add one more flow
from a different source machine and then start tearing down the
flows one by one. We see the flow allocations are tight and fair.

While fairness across a few flows is essential, fairness across
thousands of flows is imperative at scale. For this, we use 50 ma-
chines in T1, each with 100 flows sending to a single destination
machine for a total of 5000 flows competing for the same bottleneck
link. We plot the throughput over time, CDF of flow rates, and Jain’s
fairness index [26] in Figure 21. We randomly sample 50 flows to
keep the throughput plot legible, but the CDF and Jain’s fairness
index is measured across all 5000 flows. Even though the per-flow
fair-share rate is only 10Mbps on a 50Gbps link, Swift achieves
good fairness with a Jain’s fairness index of 0.91. The impact of
flow-based scaling is evident, as it tightens the throughput range
for an extremely demanding workload.
Flowswith different path lengths (RTTFairness): Swift scales
the target delay for a flow based on network path length. This
not only reduces latency for shorter paths, but provides fairness
irrespective of the base RTT for a flow. To show how well this
mechanism works, we use two flows destined to the same machine,
one sent from the same rack and the other sent from a remote
rack. We plot the throughput of each flow without and then with
topology-based scaling. The results in Figure 22 show a marked
improvement to fair throughput levels.

6 RELATEDWORK

Swift is inspired by a large body of work for datacenter congestion
control (CC) summarized in Table 5. We summarize the work below.

ECN-based: DCTCP [1], a trailblazer for datacenter CC and the
main comparison point for Swift, uses ECN for rate control. Hull [2]
uses phantom queues, and D2TCP [52] is a deadline-aware protocol
that also uses ECN. When number of flows exceed network BDP,
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Congestion Control Category Simplicity/Deployability NIC/Endhost
Support

Support in Switches Robust to Traffic
Patterns

Congestion
Handled

ECN based: DCTCP, D2TCP,
HULL

Complex ECN
Tuning/Deployment

Not Required ECN,
HULL Phantom-Q

Incast Issues Fabric Only

Explicit Feedback: XCP, RCP,
DCQCN, HPCC, D3

Complex Scheme/Deployment Required for HPCC,
DCQCN

Required for XCP,
RCP, D3, HPCC

Incast Issues
(not HPCC)

Fabric Only

Receiver/Credit Based: Homa,
NDP, pHost, ExpressPass

Not Universally Deployable Not Required Needed for
NDP, ExpressPass

Work Well ToR Downlink
not ExpressPass,
NDP

Packet Scheduling: pFabric,
QJump, PDQ, Karuna, FastPass

Not Deployable As Is Not Required Needed for PDQ,
pFabric

Incast Issues,
Specificity

Fabric Only

Swift Simple, Wide Deployment at
Scale

NIC TimeStamps None Works Well Fabric and Endhost

Table 5: The focal point of Swift is simplicity and ease of deployment while providing excellent end-to-end performance.

ECN-based schemes cannot match sending rate to bottleneck band-
width. In addition to not handling congestion at hosts, tuning ECN
thresholds in heterogeneous networks is prone to bugs.
Explicit Network Feedback including INT: XCP [27], RCP [17],
and D3 [54] rely on switches to feedback rates to end-hosts. DC-
QCN [59] relies on ECN and combines elements of DCTCP and
QCN [48] to control congestion. HPCC [34] relies on in-network
telemetry (INT) to obtain precise load information and for rate
control. Deployability of these schemes is a challenge, especially
in heterogeneous datacenters, as they require coordinated switch,
NIC, and end-host support. Swift uses an intuitive delay framework
that does not need switch support, though we note that it can easily
incorporate INT as it becomes more widely available. In particular,
INT can measure per-hop sojourn times to provide a more accurate
breakdown of delay.
Credit-based: pHost [21], NDP [23], Homa [39] and Express-
Pass [15], rely on the receiver end-host issuing credit packets. While
they show tremendous improvement in reducing flow completion
time (FCT), Homa and pHost assume that congestion is at ToR
downlinks. In practice, congestion can happen in the fabric which
can be over-subscribed [46]. Additionally, ExpressPass and NDP
require switch modifications. Swift handles end-to-end congestion
without requiring new support. Schemes like Homa can be layered
atop Swift to issue grants based on cwnd .
CongestionControl via Packet Scheduling: pFabric [3] achieves
near-optimal FCT through the usage of QoS queues. However, this
framework does not support multi-tenant environments in which a
large RPC for one tenant may be of higher priority than a small RPC
for another tenant. QJUMP [22] requires priorities to be specified
manually on a per-application basis. Karuna [14] requires a global
calculation. PDQ [24] requires switches to maintain per-flow state.
FastPass [42] places scheduling logic in a central scheduler.
Delay-based Schemes: Swift builds upon TIMELY [38] and DX[33],
which championed the use of one-way queuing delay as a signal
for congestion control. Swift advances over TIMELY [38] include:
decoupling fabric and host congestion; using a simple target end-
to-end delay instead of RTT gradients; scaling the target based on
load and topology; handling extreme incast; and measuring RTT
precisely even in the presence of ACK coalescing. In retrospect, we
appreciate how aspects of Swift’s design have addressed challenges
in using delay as a signal that were called out by Zhu et al. [60] (as
detailed in Appendix E).

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Congestion control has increasingly adopted complex constructs to
generalize to a range of applications and workloads. These efforts
often require coordinated changes across switches, hosts, central-
ized entities and applications, limiting adoption and, paradoxically,
generality. In this paper, we report on our multi-year experience
with congestion control in production at Google. After some false
starts, we realized that simplicity remains a virtue when choosing
congestion signals. We settled on delay as the simplest actionable
feedback. Very low base latency in the datacenter provides the op-
portunity to quickly react to both network and end host dynamics.
However, doing so requires high fidelity measurement of delay and
decomposition of such measures into meaningful constituent com-
ponents. Both requirements have historically been hard to achieve
though it is worth noting that most earlier attempts focused on
wide-area deployments. By leveraging NIC hardware timestamps
and rapid reaction to congestion in the protocol stack, we show
that delay can be both simple to use and extremely effective. Swift
achieves ∼30us tail latency while maintaining near 100% utilization.

While we feel we are tantalizingly close, we see multiple opportu-
nities to improve on Swift. We believe it is competitive with the best
centralized or in-network credit-based/explicit feedback schemes,
but this remains to be shown. We also view Swift’s algorithm as
transport-agnostic, including existing TCP stacks and Cloud vir-
tualization stacks. We believe that delay is useful for controlling
higher-level operations such as RPC rate, with the opportunity to
perform fine-grained load balancing and timeouts. Finally, while
we have substantially improved on predictable latency relative to
the state of the art, supporting <10us latency for short transfers
will require new techniques as target transfer times approach the
actual propagation time in datacenters.
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Appendices are supporting material that have not been peer-
reviewed.

A CONVERSIONBETWEENHOSTANDNICCLOCKS
Some delay computations, e.g., NIC-Rx-queuing delay, require a
combination of NIC HW and host SW clocks. Swift uses a simple
linear-extrapolation approach to convert the incoming HW clock
into a host-clock value to compute such delays:

host_clock = ratio · nic_clock + o f f set
We update the ratio and o f f set periodically. The algorithm is sim-
ple: we read the nic_clock , then the host_clock and also maintain
the previous set of readings as last_nic_clock and last_host_clock .
The ratio and o f f set can then be updated as:

ratio =
host_clock − last_host_clock
nic_clock − last_nic_clock

o f f set = host_clock − ratio · nic_clock

B PACKET FORMAT
Figure 23 shows the format that Swift uses, which consumes 4 bytes
to reflect back remote-side queuing delay. In addition, 1 byte is used
for to echo back forward-side hop-count by computing the differ-
ence between the initial TTL and observed TTL on the incoming
packet.

L2 IPv4/v6 Transport
Remote
Queuing

NIC Rx
Timestamp

0 . . . 31 0 . . . 31

Appended 
locally

Forward
hop-count

0 . . . 7

Figure 23: Packet format changes for Swift.

C DELAYS WITH SHARED RX/TX SCHEDULING
Traditionally, links are bidirectional, i.e., incoming traffic doesn’t
affect outgoing traffic on a link. Our deployment of Swift in Snap
had a unique challenge since Rx and Tx scheduling is shared in Snap.
While counter-intuitive, Swift design addresses this by factoring
local NIC queue buildup as part of endpoint congestion. The insight
is taken from traffic-roundabouts which also have shared Rx and Tx
scheduling; factoring local NIC-Rx delay emulates yield-at-entry as
the right-of-way when looked at it as a roundabout [53]. In other
words, if a machine’s NIC-Rx queue builds up, it should prioritize
clearing those packets before trying to inject more packets (through
Tx) in the network.

D EXPERIMENTWITH TARGET DELAY
In our experience, a nice property of delay is that as low latency
networking stacks advance to avoid interference from host CPUs,
Swift continues to work well just with a simple knob of target delay.
In Figure 24, we show results from a testbed implementation of
Swift in a prototype stack where it is able to achieve near line-rate
throughput (∼100Gbps) even at 15µs RTT.

E DELAY OR ECN
Zhu et al. [60] called out challenges in using delay as a congestion-
signal; we appreciate how some aspects of Swift's design ended up
addressing these challenges.
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Figure 24: Achieved RTT vs. target delay, 160-flow incast.

• The authors show that a fluid model of TIMELY does not have a
unique fixed point because of reliance on the gradient-based con-
trol. Swift rather uses a target delay (vs. gradient-based control)
and in this way, doesn’t suffer from multiple fixed-points at con-
vergence. The authors echo our experience and provide a version
called, Patched TIMELY, that also gets rid of the delay-gradient.
• The authors rightly note that delay lags behind ECN in that mod-

ern switches mark ECN at packet-egress while delay, implicitly,
measures congestion when the packet arrives at the bottleneck
switch. As discussed in §3.2 and shown in experiments §5, Swift
uses a low target delay and does not delay ACKs, and hence
largely mitigates this concern. Testimony to this is our expe-
rience with Swift achieving low latency and losses at scale at
Google.
• The authors provide an important result (Theorem 6 in Refer-

ence [60]): purely relying on end-to-end delay measurements for
congestion control can provide either fairness or fixed-delay but
not both. The reason is that if the delay is controlled to a fixed
value, the algorithm is agnostic of the number of flows making
the system of equations inconsistent. Swift resolves this by not
using the same target-delay for all flows and instead scales target
delay as explained in §3.5. For example, flow based scaling varies
target delay as function of congestion window and converges to
a single fixed point. As shown in Figure 21, this greatly improves
fairness especially under large scale incast.
• The authors in Reference [50] argue that end-to-end delay is an

ambiguous signal in that a flow may traverse a wide variety of
link speeds across a number of hops. We believe while this can be
a valid concern for the Internet traffic, this concern is much less
applicable to a datacenter CC like Swift where paths are known
and the link speeds don’t vary as widely as in the Internet. Swift
uses topology-based scaling to account for different hop-counts
across flows.
• In addition, delay has a few important operational advantages.

First, delay evolves naturally as networks become faster, and
tuning it at scale is simpler than ECN especially for production
environments with multiple QoS classes—it has been shown that
ECN is problematic in such scenario and sojourn time is more
robust [8]. Second, delay has a multi-bit nature as a congestion
signal; it provides visibility into the extent of congestion, unlike
ECN which only signals whether congestion exists or not. That
said, we look forward to integrating multi-bit ECN signals like
sojourn-time [8] and INT [29] in Swift’s framework.
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